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Surface Orientation and Segmentation
from Perspective Views of
Parallel-Line Textures
ABSTRACT

This paper

describes

a

particular shape-from-texture algorithm

constrains and defines surface orientations with little a priori knowledge.
has been found to be robust under a variety of conditions.
the

change

in

the

spacing of

parallel surface

markings

thz.t

It

The method uses
to

derive

the

orientation and shape of multiple surfaces in synthetic noisy scenes.

We first

describe the problem domain and the representational approach.

Next we

outline the mathetical basis of the method, and its
interpretation.

str~ightforward

graphical

Third, we discuss the implementation r:. 0thodology employed

and some concrete implementational Issues.

We

e~:"lain

the algorithm's

response to a number of images, in which various forc.; of noise or surface
perturbation are handled: texel loss or distortion, and
surfaces.

Ie;

:lltiple or overlapping

We discuss the relationship between the various forms of noise and

the quality of the results.

Fourth, we demonstrate perJiminary findings of

texture-driven segmentation in which this method not ody segments adjacent
surfaces but also separates two overlapping "transparent" surfaces.
conclude with our future research plans.

We
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1. INTRODUCTION
One of the key questions of image understanding is how to recover the
three dimensional structure of a surface. Although many algorithms for
discovering surface constraints have been proposed and implemented, most of
them

are based on a single surface cue.

Considering the

diversity of

potential image surfaces and the fact that these methods are only partially
successful even in a limited domain, a more broad based approach would
seem necessary. Robustness and generality can only be achieved by means of
a multi-module design containing many components, each of which uses a
different surface cue.
Such a multi-module approach has been implemented in a wide range
of VISIon domains (see [1]. [4]).

These systems contain either several distinct

modules, or one module whose various instantiations act independently on
subimages as if they were several distinct modules.
discuss the

results of one such

In this paper, we shall

module which simultaneously induces a

segmentation and performs an initial surface analysis.

It attempts to recover

surface constraints from the apparent change in spacing between textual
primitives which are known to be evenly spaced In the scene (Diagram 1).
These textural primitives, SInce they are spaclllgs rather than lengths,
are virtual textural elements.

From a viewpoint normal to the surface, these

spacings can be considered to be the equally-spaced intersections of actual
textural elements with an arbitrary virtual line.

When the surface is viewed
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In

perspective to the VIewer, the spacing between virtual primitives cha:J.ges

In

an orderly way. This module uses the detection of a change in texel

spacing

to

calculate

representation

of

local

local

surface

surface

orientation

gradient:

by

the

finding

local

an

vanishing

equivalent
line

of

can

be

perspective.

2. MATHEMATICAL BASIS
The

derivation

of

surface

constraints

from

textural

cues

performed by back-projecting the textural primitives onto a hypothesized
local surface ( [2], [3]).

Using the image position of three or more textural

elements and the hypothesized surface parameters, we are able to recover
constraints on surface orientation,

under the

assumption that the

back-

projected features are regularly distributed in real space.
This equal-spacing module operates in the following way. It constructs
multiple straight virtual lines through the region of interest.

Each of these

lines passes through a number of texel primitives; each adjacent pair of
intersections with the texels produces a virtual spacing.

For every group of

three of more texels on the virtual line (that is, for every pair of spacings) it
then computes the appropriate vanishing point implied by the ratios of the
spacmgs.
The relationship of these spacings to the local vanishing line can also
be obtained by a simple graphic construction.

Given an adjacent pair of

spacmgs, it cuts the virtual line at the middle texel, and pivots each of the
two (unequal) halves up off the surface of the image plane and perpendicular
to it (see Diagram 2)

The method resembles the opening of a jack knife.

The line through the top of each of these 'jack knife lines' intersects the
virtual line at the locally determined vanishing point.

Note that if the l:nes

do not intersect, it must be that the spacing between texels are equal and
the local vanishing point must be infinitely distant to the line of sight (that
is, the surface is perpendicular to the line of sight).
constrains

the

local

surface

to

one

degree

of

Each vanishing point

freedom

in

its surface

orientation; two independent vanishing points (from spacings derived from
two independent virtual lines) uniquely determine local surface orientation.
In practice, these constructions are not done graphically but rather by
means of the back-projection formula relating texel position and the slopes of
the constructed lines.

Given any two texel locations a and b, if the distance

from a to the midtexel is equal to L and the distance from b to the same
midtexel is equal to R, the vanishing point distance is given by [3]:
[X - aJlL - [X - bJlR
where X

IS

the vanishing point distance. Rewriting the equation we

have:

x =

[La - RbJl[L-R]

In the next section we discuss some of the implementation Issues that
anse from this ideal mathematical basis.
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3. METHODOLOGY
The quality of the algonthm's results depends on a number of factors
including the location and direction of placement of the virtual lines, the
determinator of what constitutes a texel as opposed to noise, and which
groups of texels to use to generate vanishing points.
The optimal choice of the orientation, placement, and number of virtual
lines is also related to the specific image parameters.

As a general rule we

have found that four equally positioned orientations of virtual lines are
necessary. (They lie in the direction of a pixel's eight neighbors: see Diagram
3.)

If there were only one orientation, then surface orientation would be

underdetermined except for the invocation of additional assumptions such as
medium-scale planarity.

Additionally, with only one direction, no vanishing

points can be found when the virtual lines and the texture lines are paralleL
Although

two

orientations

are

theoretically

sufficient,

results

are

often

inadequate when an' image contains converging lines that nearly parallel one
of the directions (see Diagram 4).

With three orientations, it is difficult to

quantize the direction of the virtual lines; with four it is straight-forward.
Given a virtual line, the algorithm aggregates the virtual texels upon it
into all the

possible groupings that have an

even

number of adjacent

spacmgs (and therefore that even number, plus one, of virtual texels).
such group then has two end texels, and a middle
Diagram

2).

Since

all

spacings

are

assumed

equal,

Each

pivoting texel (see
grouping together

7

adjacent funs of them creates new virtual spacings; if two adjacent groups
have the same spacing count, th ey two must represent equal spaci ngs on the
Although the theory does not strictly requIre equahty of

surface Itself

group in g (as lo ng as the virtual spacings are properly normalized

In

the

vanishing pOint calcu lation) , the current method operates suffiCiently well ,
and has t he advantage of stralgth forward simplicity

We operate on images in t he following way
Im ages we

In the synthetic, nOIsy

have used , we approx im ate the initial edge findmg ste p (and

redu ce nOise as well) by a si m ple heurislt lC thres holding of eac h pixel. Ed ge
hoking is also approximated
lin ear su rfa ce

thr es hold .

markm g If

pIxels above thres hold are consid ered parts of a
at

least one

Since virt ual spacings are

neighboring

pixel is

also

above

highly se nsitive to place me nt and

digitlzation error, we furth er limit texels to t hose th at are spaced greater
than two pixels apart.

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
A num ber of sy nthetic images have been generated and used to test t he
capabilities of the program

Each was choose n to show a form of im age

perterbation that is likely to occur In real-world tex tures

These images test

th e effects on th e method of random noise, texture loss, mulitipie s ufaces,
and o verlapp ing transparent surfaces.

It is im portant to note that in eac h

case the parallel line spacing ("P LS ") algorithm has been giv en th e image as
a whole . No a pno ri information is supplied about the number of surfaces ,
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mInimum nOise levels, or the existence of multiple textures.

4.1. Pure Synthetic Image
The first image (the "1fanhattan sunrise": see Figure 1), tests the
program on a pure synthetic image. The middle portion of Figure 1, (the
"waves"), contains a surface textured with horizontal parallel lines, while the
upper portion (the "sun") contains converging lines.

Both textured surfaces

would be parallel and equal spaced when seen in the normal direction.

In

both of these surfaces, and in other »clean» surfaces containing no noise, the
program

correctly found

the true vanishing line with a high degree of

certainty and accuracy.

. 4.2. Random Noise
Random noise can either create false texels or remove true ones.

The

creation of false texels is partially compensated for in the algorithm by the
use of the neighbor-checking step.

In a sparsely textured image this does

remove much of the random nOise; in. an image where the texture is more
closely spaced or the noise is more prevalent, false texels can be retained
since they fall next to other retained texels (which may be true texels or
false ones).
To further decrease the effects of small numbers of false te~els, we
generate a large number of candidate vanishing points per virtual li~~: there
are multiple ways
pairs of groupings.

'n whl'ch texels can be aggregated into equal f1djacent

l

Som

e of these groupings will include false texels.

This is

-

-
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a form of noise averagmg; small amounts of random nOise will still create
Incorrect vanishing

pOints

but

it appears

experimentally

proportion of the vanishing points generated will be correct.

that

a

greater

Note, too, that

when the noise is random the noisy vanishing points will also be randomly
located off the true vanishing line (where they will be ignored), although
their spatial distribution is hard to quantify or analyze even under the
simplest of assumptions.
Noise can also cause the loss of true texels.

Figure 2 is an example of

a textured surface in which a substantial portion of the horizontal parallel
lines have been lost.

The PLS algorithm however was able to find the

correct vanishing line reliabley (see Figure 3).

Other incorrect vanishing lines

were also indicated, but they had less than half as many points as the true
vanishing line.
Simtlar results occurred in every other texture-loss Image, with the
quality of the results, as expected, decreasing as the percentage of texture
loss Increases.

The effect of texture loss appears greatest if the loss occurs

in regions where many texture lines are seperated by only few pixels (that

IS,

near the vanishing line itself)
4.3. Textural Variations

Another form of perturbatIOn that can occur IS the skewing of texel
orientation. Figure -1 is compnsed of th

'.
e miSSIng-texture image of Figure 2,

with the added difficulty of a random change
In

orientation of every texture
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Ime; the slope is altered by one or two pixels per hu r. "-; d.
contains sufficien t corre ct informatlOn such

that the

This Image still

) Togram

found

the

largest density of poten tial vanishing pOints on the true vanishlOg line (see
F igure 5).

4.4. Multiple Adjace nt Surfaces
The

next

group

of

test

Images

contains

multiple

non-overlapping

s urfa ces Since no a prlon information is supplied to th e PLS program , all
the surfaces are Initially treated as a single planar surface.
Wh en run on the " Manhanttan sunrise" im age as
t he algo rithm treats much of the "sa nd " as random
lack of neighbors. above
is often

too small.

thn~ s hold , .

Thus

the

::0..

noi ~ ;:!J

wh ole (F igure I ),
due in part to the

and In part be ca use tf.e inter-lexe l spacing
res ults o btain ed

a re

oainiy

due to the

horizontal-lin e and co nverging-lin e surfaces, both of whi c:l point t.o the same
true \' an is hing lin e (t.hat is, the surfaces are parallel

In

t.hree-space) The

result.s are see n as white dot.s on F igure 6, an d Ch a rt t ma ps the degree of
success of the program , it fo und most of Its vanis hIng point.s on the true
vamshlng line.
Th e next image (the

"corr idor", see Figure 7) contai ns four

non-

overl a pping su rfaces, each of which ge nerates a different ·: anishing lin e. Again
the

PLS progr am mecha nically draws vi rtual lines aC; :1SS the Image; they

often intersect the t exels of mor e than one surface . If La algorithm chooses
its texture groups all within the sa me plana r su rfac e, :::. ".rue vanishing point

-
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is computed. If one of the texels is on a different s':l'~ace instead, a false
vanishing point is computed. However, the dIstribution ~: the false vanishing
points is heavily dependent on the location of the virtual line and the
These false points tend not to fall in

surfaces that it travels through.

regular patterns, nor do a sufficient number randomly fall on anyone line
with a frequency approaching the number of points on the true vanishing
line (see Figure 8 and Chart 2).

4.5. Multiple Overlapping Surfaces
The

next

class of

images

contain

an

even

more

difficult surface

constraint problem, that" of overlapping transparent surfaces.

Figure 9 shows

two surfaces, one "on top" of the other. The first is imaged as containing
parallel horizontal lines, while the second is imaged as converging lines. Both
surfaces, however, have the same orientation and vanishing line.
The PLS

program treats the two as a single texture; the

human

observer also often envisions it as a single brick floor going off to infinity.
The results of this surface are shown

In

Chart 3 (see Figure 10).

The

program was able to find the vanishing line accurately, with the proper line
having twice t.he number of vanishing points as any other candidate.

4.6. Multiple "Transparent" surfaces
Next

we

distort

this

image

by

changing

the

orientation

of

the

converging-line plane The resulting image, Figure II, does create difficulties
for

the

program,

but

it

also

often

puzzles

human

observers.

The
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horizontally-lined surface's vanishing points are easily found, whereas the
converging-line surfaces's are not.

This appears to be because the horizontal

lines at the bottom of the Image are little encum bered by the converging
lines; they strongly indicate their vanishing line. However, the middle section
of the image, which contains the best converging-line textures, is noisy due
to the co-existence of both textures.
\Vithout additional
linear

texels--the

PLS

processing--such as direction-sensitive filtration
program

IS

unable

to

find

with

conviction

of
the

converging-line surface's orientation.

4.7. Perspective-Based Segmentation
The PLS program is also capable oJ some limited perspective-based
segmentation.

By using the same basic algorithm, with sor~le additional

information we are able to find which texels contribute to which vanishing
line. Given the equation of a vanishing line, the program can label a given
texel group as belonging to the local surface or not.

By including all texels

that generate correct vanishing points in a seperate Image, we are able to
partially define and remove one surface at a time from the image.

By

using this method, we were able to segment all of the previOUS

images in which there existed more than one vanishing line.

For the

overlapping image of Figure II, the PLS program finds the vanishing line of

.

the horizontally-textured surface (see Figure 12 and Chart 4), and uses this
'ch contains much of the horizontally-textured
to generate Figure 13, whl
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surface.

Subtracting Figure 13 from Figure 11 gives Figure 14, which now is

sufficiently "clean" to allow the detection of the converging-line surface's
vanishing line.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The PLS algorithm has been found to be robust when used on many
images of synthetic parallel-line textured surfaces.

One good measure of the

quality of an algorithm is how much one gets "for free". Here, segmentation
does comes freely: not only are we able to constrain noisy difficult images
and

images

with

mUltiple

surfaces,

but

we

are

able

to separate

two

transparent images.
However, combinations of nOlse, texture loss, and surface overlap can
cause the

algorithm's

performance

to degrade or fail

completely. These

situations can probably be handled best by the concurrent use of other
similar texture-based modules.

Future research will include other such shape-

from-texture methods, and should allow us to constrain a larger range of
both synthetic and simple real images. This multi-module approach should
address many of the problems of perspective-based surface segmentation and
surface orientation analysis.
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APPENDIX A - Charts Figures and Diagrams
Chart 1:
Roy ,

lvfanatian Sunrise 1

, of pOints

231

2736

239
1188
240
2366
241
5606
242
1626
243
3385
10 roys over 2000

-- the true vanishing line

no cols with over 2000 points

Chart 2:

four wall Image

vanishing line

pOints

roy 240
roy 271.5

3411
3884 ---

1/2 roy position errror

col 239.5
col 271

3674 --3414

1/2 roy position errror

These are all the roys or coluans over 2500 points

Chart 9:
Roy ,

Over/aping Image

, of points

230
1181
237
1127
239
1026
240
2261 -- the true vanishing line
1006240
280
1005
All ron over 1000

no cols Yith over 1000 points

1The algorithm returns potential vanishing points; they are currently
psocessed either by a horizontal or vertical best-fit line finder, or by a
Hough transform module_ The results obtained bJ either method agree
sufficiently closely in these examples to he used interchangeably_
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Chart
Roy ,

4: Overlapping skewed Images
, of point.

230
2071
240
3604
242
1842
260
1800
All ron over 1800

The True vanishing line

no cols with over 1800 point.

Dia!faa 1: Parallel line textured
surface

Dia!f&a 2:

Diagraa 3: Four Orientations of
virtual line te.plate.

Diagraa 4: Converging line texture

Vanishin~

- --

using eqau

rint

findin~

spacin~

--

.ethod

Fi(Ure 1: Kanhattan Sunrise

Figure 3: Partial loss texture
with result pOints

Figure 5: Previous iaage with
result points

Figure 2: Horizontal line iaage
with partial texture loss

figure 4: Horizontal line iaage
with partial texture loss
and position Ikewing

Figure 6: Manhattan Sunrise iaage
with result pOints

-
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Fisure 7:

Surface iaage

Fisure 8 : »ultiple ourface iaage
with re.ult poiDt.

overlaping .arfa.ce
"Br ick Floor" Iaage

Figure 10 : Brick Floor !&age with
renlh

1.u.,.

Figure 12:T'I'o Tr~.pareut .arface
iaage renlt.

»~ltiple

rWO

11 : Two

-

Tr~.pare~t

.arfaceo
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Figure 13:Horizon surface pOints
found

Figure 15:lew Transpareut iaage
with results

Figure 14:Results of figure 11
ainus figure 12
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